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Dr. McKinnon's awesome new   

kaleidoscope! Blue on the outside… 

but what colour is it inside? 

Interested in what it does? Come 

check it out at at the Big Little 

Science Centre!  

The McKinnon Kaleidoscope! 
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The BIG Little Science Centre is open to the public 
 

Tuesday to Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM.  
 

CLOSED SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS 
 

Phone: 250 554 2572   E-mail Gord@blscs.org or Susan@blscs.org 

 

 

For more information check out our website (blscs.org) our 

Facebook page or follow us on Twitter 

Correction Notice: 

In the last issue, September 2015, of BIGScience in our congratulations to the team that presented 

their findings on crystal growth in space at the Smithsonian, we misspelt Hunter Galbraith’s name. 

We also misspelt Krystian’s name in the Since You Asked. We try our best to produce a typo free 

newsletter and regret these errors. 

Mushroom Talk enjoyed by all. 

Speaker, Dr. Gary Hunt, Mycologist. 

Not only was the presentation well attended, 

it was fun and interesting! Mushrooms are 

incredible organisms and this presentation 

taught us that when eating a mushroom there 

are safe, unsafe, toxic, and psychedelic! 

Have you heard about our Robotics club?  

You can learn to make your very own robot! What would 

you make it do? Dance? Demolish other robots? Come tell 

us what you want to make and we will help you build it!  

Our next session starts on November 20, 2015. A week 

after remembrance day! 
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Become a member of the Big Little Science Centre Society 

A family membership is $60.00/year. An individual membership is $45.00/year. A family 

membership consists of five directly related people. (This includes any combination of 

grandparents, parents and children). 

Visit our website blscs.org for more details on the benefits of membership. 

BLSC Wish List 

Would you like to help out the Big Little Science Centre?  

Here is a wish list of donations we are looking for: 

 

 Any Legotm Mindstorms parts (NXT or RTS)   Plastic photo film canisters 

 A 10,000+ sqft building    Large shelving unit 

What am I? Clue 1: My bright red/ orange colors warn predators that I won’t make for 

a nice meal 

The home show that was held in 

October. 

Big Little Science Centre was sponsored by 

TELUS in the home show . Our next guest 

speaker, in the speaker series, Clare Adams, 

who was one of the ladies sponsoring us from 

TELUS was Promoting the new optic TV.   

The BIG Little Science Centre  demonstrated 

some fiber optics examples and a couple robots 

made by Jaydan! Photos by - Adele Stapleton and Jaydan 
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Super Moon and Lunar Eclipse: September 26 and 27 2015 
 

It is amazing what one can do with a relatively simple camera: the Canon SuperShot SX50 
HS. It is a small, lightweight camera, but it has a very wide zoom range. It has proven very 
useful in obtaining shots of the moon rising above the hill to the East of my sundeck at The 
Hamlets, in Westsyde (Kamloops). I rarely use a tripod, because of the difficulty in setting 
things up when one is handicapped and using a power wheelchair. But for moon shots, I can 
arrange things well in advance, and make a few minor adjustments when I see the moon 
appear above the hill. 
 

 
Super Moon September 26 2015 7:44:17 PM  ISO 100, f/6.5, at 1/160 s 

 

     The night before the eclipse, I took a photo of the Super Moon, in case the sky clouded 
over on the night of the eclipse. As usual, it looked beautiful as it backlit the trees on top of 
Strawberry Hill. They are burned-out trees from the fires of 2003. (I have taken similar 
photos in previous years. The moon does not always rise behind the same trees!) I rely 
entirely on the 'automatic' feature of the Canon camera. The settings the camera chooses are 
recorded automatically by iPhoto, which is part of the iMac computer system. 
 

           
Lunar Eclipse September 27 

                   8:14 PM   ISO 1600  f/5.6  1/8 s              8:22 PM  ISO 1600  f/6.5 1/8 s 
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          9:08 PM  ISO 125  f/6.5  1/160 s      9:21 PM ISO 160  f/6.5   1/160 s 
 

 

9:29 PM   ISO 160  f/6.5 1/160 s 

The camera settings (all done by the camera system, not by me) are included just in case 
someone might be interested. I have found that I rarely have to adjust the settings chosen 
by any of my Canon cameras.  

Gordon Gore Photos 

What am I? Clue  2: Farmers love me because I help save gardens by eating pest insects 
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WSS Graduate 2008 and Former Summer Student Employee at the  

BIG Little Science Centre 

Jonah Nystoruk 
 

I am working at TRIUMF now as a software developer where I write enterprise applications for the 
Management Information Systems department.  The job does have its challenges and, therefore, 
opportunities for reward, though I would like to do more than software development with regards to 
computer science.   

 

I started working here in January 2011 as part of UBC Science's co-operative education program.  I 
alternated a few semesters between working here and attending classes before graduating with a 
combined major in mathematics and computer science last year.  My boss here kept offering me 
employment extensions, even after I graduated, and I kept accepting them for the time being while I 
decided what I wanted to do and where I wanted to go.  It didn't help my decision to eventually leave 
that, after officially receiving my degree, my pay grade went from "student" to "professional" level 
overnight! 

 

With that being said, I've decided that I want to pursue a master's degree in computer science.  There 
are lots of amazing things going on these days in areas like machine learning, artificial intelligence, 
and data mining and I would like to learn more about these fields in order to be able to participate 
and contribute.  Now I just need to be applying to schools and figuring out the "where". 

 

Outside of work and reading up on computer science, and when I have the time, I like to read up on 
math topics that I didn't get to study in school or didn't study in-depth enough (due to not enough 
available electives or not enough time to audit a class).  I'm currently working my way to 
understanding Galois theory.  Maybe after a master's in CS I'll get a master's in math. 

 

Just for fun,  I've attached a recent photo of me with Donald Knuth, a rather significant computer 
scientist who, among other things, wrote "The Art of Computer Programming".  I went to see him 
back in June when he came to UBC for an open "question and answer" session. 
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What am I? Clue  3: I am also known as a ladybird in the United Kingdom 

Everything You Need to Know, You Can 

Learn Through Music!  

Don Bennett, Educator  

Wednesday, November 25, 7:00pm 

BLSC Autumn 2015 Speaker Series 

Doors open at 630pm, FREE entry Reception 

Included; for children & adults 

 

Internet Safety and Security for Families 
  

Clare Adams, TELUS WISE Ambassador  

Thursday, November 12, 7:00pm  
Clare Adams, w ill be hosting a one hour public seminar engaging 

participants in a discussion about Internet and smartphone safety and 

security. Bring your questions! Clare will also introduce participants to 

www.telus.com/wise; a secure website that provides users with ongoing 

access to great resources, articles and training around Internet and 

smartphone safety and security for their families.  

 

 

 Clare Adams is the Regional Market Manager for    

 the TELUS Fibre build currently taking place in     

 Kamloops.  

 

Clare volunteers her time to be a TELUS WISE program Ambassador.  
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What Am I? 

I am a Ladybug! 

 

 I am omnivorous, meaning I eat both vegetation and other animals such as 

whitefly, bollworms, broccoli worms, pollen, and occasionally moth eggs. 

 There are 5000 different species of ladybugs in the world. 

 Though I may be a ladybug I am not what an entomologist (a person who 

studies insects) define as a “true” bug. 

 I am under the scientific classification order Coleotera, while true bugs are 

under the scientific order Hemiptera. 

 It may come to your surprise to find that not all of our spots are necessarily 

black, they can be brown, blue, beige, green, red, orange, white, or yellow. 

 When I fly, I beat my wings about 5100 times a minute, or 85 beats per 

second. 

 I will live for about a year,  but the Asian Lady Beetle can live for 2 years. 


